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Abstract 
A handcycle (handbike) is an arm powered three-wheel-vehicle for disabled people. Most of the handbikes are for road-use only. 
Characteristics for these handbikes are the flat aerodynamic position of the rider and the big turning radius. Another problem of 
conventional handbikes with one front wheel is traction, because most of the weight is on the two non-driven rear wheels. 
Analog to “normal” cycles, special handbikes for offroad-use do exist. A typical property of these offroad-handbikes is, that it is 
impossible to crank and control simultaneously. A purpose of this work was, to develop a new adjustable concept with two 
steerable front wheels and a powered rear wheel which allows to crank and to control with both arms simultaneously.  
Furthermore with the adjustable handbike chassis it is possible to investigate and optimize different riding characteristics like the 
trail, the steering ratio, the seating position, the position of the drivetrain and traction.  
The concept enables to deduce several types of handcycles, a high-end race handbike is also possible than a “standard” low cost 
version for occasionally use. 
A future work will be the realisation of a full customized race mountain handbike with minimized weight. To reach the minimum 
weight level, carbon fibre reinforced plastics will be used. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Handbike (state of the art) 
A handcycle (handbike) is an arm powered (AP), an arm-trunk-powered (ATP) or a kneeling position, three-wheels-
vehicle [1]. Handbikes can be classified into several categories. Most of the handbikes are for road-use only.  
1.1 Leisure handbikes (road) 
Leisure handbikes were used for short distance weekend trips with moderate speed. This type is a true handbike and 
differs from an adptive-handbike, consisting of a conventional wheelchair and a separate drivetrain. For an easier 
transport, some of these handbikes are demountable.
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1.2 Race handbikes (road) 
The intended use for race handbikes is competitive road racing or training. Recumbent- (AP), seat-handbikes (ATP, 
Fig.1; 2) and handbikes for a “kneeling-position” can be divided [2]. In this category a low drag in conjunction with 
the flat aerodynamic position of the athlete and/or a good transmission of power is desirable. A characteristic of 
these bikes is, that it is possible to crank and to control simultaneously. Further properties of all these handbikes are 
small road tires and a big turning radius about 8 to 10 m. To change the tires into contoured offroad tires is not 
enough, the more important thing is the turning radius. As a result of this big turning radius it is impossible to use 
these bikes offroad, where a small turning radius about 2-4 m is necessary to follow the trail. Another problem of 
conventional handbikes with one front wheel is traction, because most of the weight is on the two non-driven rear 
wheels. To climb-up a steep trail on loose ground, such as ballast, is impossible. 
Fig. 1: Road (race) handbike (short backrest, sitting position, arm and trunk power) [3] 
Fig. 2: Road-(race)-handbike (flat backrest, recumbent position, arm power) [3] 
  
1.3 Offroad-(race-)handbikes  
Typical road handbikes are not suitable for offroad-use only by changing the tires. The main problems are traction 
and the turning radius. Analog to mountain bikes (mtb) in cycling, mountain handcycles in the categories cross 
country (cc) and downhill (dh, without drivetrain, with four wheels and full suspension) do exist. A typical property 
of these offroad-handbikes is, that it is impossible to crank and control with both arms simultaneously. Furthermore 
offroad handbikes have asynchronus cranks (Fig. 3), but most of the riders use sychronus cranks [6]. The position of 
the athlete is extreme and most suitable for lower leg amputated people. To increase comfort and to reduce stresses, 
full-suspension handbikes with front and rear shocks are available, too (Fig. 4;5;6). All these bikes can be used only 
for competition or intensive training and not for leisure activities because of the athlete´s position and the 
predestination for lower leg amputated people. Excepting the commercial handbikes, several riders built respectivly 
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modified road handbikes to use them offroad (Fig. 7). But most of the bikes have the described problems like a big 
turning radius, not enough traction to ride uphill and a high risk of injuries, because the lower legs/feet are fastened 
next to the axle of the front wheel. The collision with “natural” obstacles, such as rocks or stumps, of the lower 
legs/feet is possible and during the change of direction, the risk of collision grows, because the distance between the 
inner lower leg/feet and the ground is very close The trail (Fig. 8) is preferentially responsible for the handling 
characteristics of a bike or a handbike. For a road cycle, a trail about 50-65 mm is common, less trail makes the 
cycle “nervous” and more trail makes it “dull”. Mountainbikes starts at 70 mm trail and a conventional handbike 
(one driven front wheel and two non-driven rear wheels) should be over 80 mm for “non-nervous” riding 
characteristics. 
Fig. 3: Offroad-handbike with asynchronus cranks [4] Fig. 4: Full-suspension offroad-handbike [4] 
Fig. 5: Front suspension [4] Fig. 6: Rear suspension [4] 
Fig. 7: Modified road-handbike Fig. 8: Trail (def.)
Trail 
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2. Adjustable handbike-chassis for offroad-use 
The purpose of this investigation was to develop an adjustable handbike-chassis for offroad-use to find out, how the 
perfect mountain-handbike should be. The following parts/mechanisms should be adjustable: 
• trail 
• wheelbase 
• center of the bottom bracket/drivetrain (horizontal, vertical) 
• cranks (width and length) 
• ratio of the steering mechanism 
• footrests (width, length, angle) 
• backrest (incline, length) 
• seat (incline, length). 
To determine the adjusting range of the parts and mechanisms, a pre-investigation has been carried out. Therefor a 
handbike-ergometer (Fig. 9; 10) has been used. With this adjustable handbike-ergometer it was possible to find out 
approximately how big the adjusting range concerning the footrests, the seat/backrest and the drivetrain should be 
(Fig. 11; 12). 
Fig. 9: Adjustable handbike-ergometer [5] Fig. 10: Paralympic winner Martin Braxenthaler on the 
handbike-ergometer with SRM- cranks [5] 
Fig. 11: Multi-adjustable backrest Fig. 12: CFRP footrests 
The problems of conventional handbikes were described in 1.3, the aim of this project was to optimize these 
standards. First step was to develop a basis frame concept with adjustment possibilities concerning the wheelbase 
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(important for load distribution and traction) and the seat (incline and horizontal position). With a view to 
competitive use, it is necessary to follow the UCI (Union Cycliste Internationale) regulations [1]. A handcycle shall 
not measure more than 250 cm in length, the maximum width shall be 70 cm overall. Maximum frame tube 
dimension shall be 80 mm, irrespective of tube material, or profile. Any fillets, or ribs, inserted at joints between 
tubes, shall be for strengthening purposes only. As a result of all the requirements, a basis frame, consisting of 
special notched alloy profiles (brand name: ITEM) (Fig. 13) has been built. The main characteristic in contrast to 
conventional handcycles is the change to a concept with one rear wheel and two non-driven but steerable front 
wheels . That way, the traction has been upgraded, because of the better load distribution. Futhermore the tendency 
to topple over during a turn is much lower. To find the optimum steering behaviour, it is possible to use different 
steering ratio (Fig. 14). 
Fig. 13: Basis frame with ITEM-profiles Fig. 14: Steering ratio 
Standard cycling parts (Mountainbike parts) like front and rear derailleur, shift levers, disc-brakes, hubs, wheels and 
tires can be used for this prototype, the adjustable cranks, the footrests, the backrest, the bottom bracket and the 
drive train/steering mechanism are a custom-made products. 
Fig. 15: Multi-adjustable handbike-chassis for offroad-use 
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3. Conclusion 
The main advantage of this new offroad-handcycle-concept is the possibility to crank and to control simultaneously. 
Further advantages of the concept are the reduced turning radius and the improved traction which allows to use the 
handcycle on steep trails with loose ground. Concerning the risk of injuries, the lower legs/feet are much more 
protected by the footrests between the two front wheels compared to a conventional handbike with the footrests on 
the left and the right side of the driven front wheel. 
It was the first step on the way to a high end race mountain handbike on the one hand and a low cost version for 
leisure-use on the other hand. To test the concept and to start with the investigations concerning the trail, the 
steering ratio, the seating position it is necessary to build a full adjustable prototype. 
The handbike drivetrain has it’s origin in conventional cycling. An important difference is that in conventional 
cycling asynchronus cranks were used and in handcycling most of all synchronus cranks. But what is the best 
solution for the hand-arm-shoulder system? Three drive concepts (I conventional round, II tilted cranks, III elliptical 
motion) have been realized in [5]. The most efficient drivetrain was the conventional round drivetrain. The main 
result of the investigation was the correlation between anthropometry and efficiency, that clarifies the importance of 
a perfect fitted position. The new concept is full adjustable and allows the optimum adaption. A future work will be 
the realisation of a full customized race mountain handbike with minimized weight. 
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